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Abstract: The concept of wilderness has different meanings to different people. In the US, the Wilderness 
Act of 1964 defined it officially for US government land management purposes, though continuous 
research has improved our understanding of attributes, values and threats associated with our National 
Wilderness Preservation System. Subsequent US legislation in the 1970s expanded wilderness 
designation to the eastern US where lands had been heavily influenced by commodity extraction, and 
wild areas were smaller in size but physically closer to a large part of the American population. 
Legislation doubled the US system in 1980 by including lands in Alaska but with many special provisions 
to accommodate subsistence use by rural people and existing mechanical means of access. Conservation 
biologists have capitalized on this existing wilderness system to “rewild” larger landscapes. Such 
rewilded landscapes have wilderness at the core, and are connected to other areas through ecological 
corridors that allow large predators and their prey to be re-established and thrive. The concept of 
rewilding has evolved in definition and application, including being used by conservation activists in a 
“plastic” sense, or as context requires. With new guidelines issued by the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature for management of wilderness (protected area category 1b), these concepts 
need to be understood and potentially applied in different cultural context situations in countries 
considering initiating or expanding wilderness designation. 
 

Introduction 

The 1960s brought a great deal of change to the United States. During a period of rising social concern 
about escalating involvement in Viet Nam (the conflict extended from 1955 to 1975) and rapid 
advancement of technological and chemical innovations, US society came together with broad support 
to increase civil rights, animal rights and the rights of all to a high quality environment. During a decade 
of vast changes in our society’s relationships with each other and the environment, in September of 
1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson1 signed the Wilderness Act (Public Law 88–577) 

                                                           
1 Upon signing of the Wilderness Act, President Johnson commented on the 88th Congress: “Action has been taken 
to keep our air pure and our water safe and our food free from pesticides; to protect our wildlife; to conserve our 
precious water resources. No single Congress in my memory has done so much to keep America as a good and 
wholesome and beautiful place to live.” In other comments he made about the Wilderness Act: “If future 
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(http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/legisact). This Act passed both houses of the US Congress with 
strong bi-partisan support, although after 8 years of negotiation. That negotiation produced 9.1 million 
acres (3.7 million ha) of federal lands protected immediately for their wilderness character (as defined 
by the Wilderness Act) and established a mechanism for consideration and addition of acreage in the 
future. The Act, and subsequent legislation that added new areas for protection as wilderness, also 
included some important special provisions (Craig et al. 2010; Watson 2012; Landres 2014) such as 
continued cattle grazing, commercial guiding and outfitting, and mining in some areas where these 
activities already existed. 

Subsequent legislation increased the US National Wilderness Preservation System to nearly 110 million 
acres (nearly 44.5 million ha) in all but 6 of the 50 US states. This makes up about 5% of the total land 
base of the United States. All are on federal lands, managed by the Forest Service in the Department of 
Agriculture, or the National Park Service, Fish & Wildlife Service or the Bureau of Land Management, all 
in the Department of the Interior. About half of that acreage is in Alaska, designated by the Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) in 1980.  

The express purpose of the Wilderness Act was “… to assure that an increasing population, accompanied 
by expanding settlement and growing mechanization, does not occupy and modify all areas within the 
United States and its possessions2 leaving no lands designated for preservation and protection in their 
natural condition.” The Act declared it to be the policy of Congress to secure for the American people of 
present and future generations the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness. Wilderness was 
described in the Wilderness Act as “…in contrast with those areas where man and his own works 
dominate the landscape,” and is recognized as “…an area where the earth and its community of life are 
untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.” Wilderness was further 
defined in the Wilderness Act as “…an area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character 
and influence, without permanent improvements or human habitation, which is protected and managed 
so as to preserve its natural conditions.”  

By 1975 it was apparent that even with designation of new areas as Wilderness, there were areas in the 
eastern US that were not being included in the National Wilderness Preservation System due to a history 
of resource extraction, road building and their relatively small sizes. The so-called “Eastern Wilderness 
Act” (Public Law 93-622) of 19753 added sixteen wildernesses in the eastern US and 17 “wilderness 
study areas” to be considered later after further study (Dawson and Hendee 2009). These areas included 
many private land inholdings, therefore a right to condemnation accompanied passage of this Act. This 
right was not attached to the Wilderness Act as it was not needed since most of the larger, western 
areas designated were within vast public lands holdings.  

These areas in the East, while they were to be managed under the principles of the Wilderness Act, 
demonstrated a confidence that even though many of these lands were not extremely pristine at the 
time, they would recuperate and could be restored in a way that meant long term protection of their 
wilderness character. In 1980, ANILCA added over 50 million acres to the National Wilderness 

                                                           
generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them something more than 
the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in the beginning, not just after we 
got through with it." 
2 There is a National Forest with designated Wilderness in Puerto Rico, which is not a state. 
3 This Law actually has no official title 

http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/legisact
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Preservation System. This Act included many special legislative provisions that acknowledged there were 
unique aspects of Wilderness in Alaska that could be allowed and still protect wilderness character. Such 
provisions include subsistence uses, float planes, airstrips, motor boats and commercial activities in 
many places.  

Over time, as areas continued to be added to the US National Wilderness Preservation system, the 
wilderness concept also spread to other countries and was officially recognized as a protected area 
category by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), with guidelines issued in 2016 to 
guide management (Casson et al. 2016). There has been concern expressed about a steady decline in 
the purism of proposed areas in the US and abroad, acceptance of more non-conforming special 
provisions, and the need for restoration in many areas to achieve near-natural conditions (Dawson and 
Hendee 2009). Not all impacts to wilderness character have been from previous uses. Agency policies 
have sometimes created situations where natural process and wild conditions have not occurred in 
many years.  

Naturalness versus Wildness 

The US Wilderness Act encourages protection of wilderness character, specifying that the earth and its 
community of life are to be untrammeled4 by man in Wilderness. It also specifies that management is 
charged with preserving natural conditions of those areas. Actions in favor of one of these two terms do 
not always favor the other. Often there are tradeoffs involved. Aplet (1999), of The Wilderness Society, 
suggested that these tradeoffs are extremely important and wilderness managers must acknowledge 
them more and differentiate between “wilderness” as a place and “wildness” as a concept. Aplet 
surmised that wildness is conferred not by the will of the people but the will of the land: the essential 
requirement of wilderness is that it be set free (Aplet 1999). This is what differentiates wilderness from 
other land classifications, except for IUCN protected area category 1a - strict nature reserves. Categories 
1a and 1b are most commonly differentiated by the more accepted presence of humans through a 
variety of accepted uses (recreation, subsistence, education, in addition to science and management) in 
1b (wilderness). 

Challenges often arise when, in order to restore free-will in wild lands, managers first try to restore 
naturalness. Often managers have been tempted to define naturalness at some specific time in history, 
such as the time of European settlement in North America, or the late Pleistocene period, prior to arrival 
of humans and their influences on the landscape. Some want to define naturalness looking to the future 
instead of the past, reflecting “pristine” natural processes generally, without the influence of humans. 
But human judgement, as well as science, is often in disagreement about what these natural processes 
should look like, given our limited knowledge of “natural variation” and uncertainty about future 
conditions, especially related to climate.  

Aplet (1999) suggested the concept of wildness actually exists along two dimensions: from the 
controlled to the “self-willed” along a gradient of freedom (“untrammeled” in the Wilderness Act), and 
from the artificial to the “pristine” along a gradient of naturalness. When humans restrict the freedom 
of the environment to be self-willed, or when we artificially manipulate elements of the environment to 
achieve some stated objective or time perspective, it is easy to see we are impacting wildness. What is 

                                                           
4Not limited or restricted; unrestrained. American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. 
2016. 
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more difficult to understand is that efforts to increase naturalness (such as allowing fires to burn more 
naturally), often they compel managers to first reduce fuels through management-ignited fires or some 
other fuel manipulation. This action can have high impact on free-will of the ecosystem, with humans 
playing the dominant role in determining desired outcomes.  

 

Rewilding and wilderness 

Some effort has been expended to realize the true value of Wilderness as part of larger ecosystems. 
Increasingly, Wilderness is seen as a core of a larger landscape and less as an island. Rewilding is a 
concept being applied well beyond the boundaries of Wilderness today (Lorimer et al. 2015) to promote 
restoration of free-willed nature across the landscape. While rewilding efforts have appeared around 
the world, the most numerous occur in Europe and North America.  In North America the original reason 
to use rewilding methods was to link lands in the National Wilderness Preservation System to larger 
landscapes (Hintz 2007). In Europe it is being applied in a more broad way, often in countries without 
wilderness systems but with increasing occurrence of land abandonment (Corlett 2016). Lorimer et al. 
(2015) summarize that these efforts simply aim to maintain or increase biodiversity, while reducing the 
impact of present and past human interventions through the restoration of species and ecological 
processes: i.e., setting nature free. Conflict with more prescribed forms of conservation is often 
observed, though acceptance is growing (Monbiot 2014). 

Understanding and protecting the benefits of intact trophic cascades (relating to food and feeding 
(trophic) and enhancing the number of opportunities for animals, plants and other creatures to feed on 
each other (cascading)) which have been influenced by humans have emerged as a central organizing 
theme for a great deal of rewilding research and projects (Monbiot 2014, Svenning et al. 2015). “Setting 
nature free” is believed to be the best way to fully recapture these benefits. Rewilding is not just 
restoration of biodiversity, any more than wilderness only is intended to protect naturalness. The 
emotional aspects of freedom, self-will, and wildness are important goals of rewilding. Greater 
awareness of the importance of social and cultural factors in conservation have contributed to the 
popularity of rewilding (Corlett 2016). Monbiot (2014), in describing the emotional attraction and 
motivation of feral environments suggests that his primary excitement about rewilding is not to protect 
natural processes, but to witness these processes in a self-willed environment (or simply know they exist 
in some places). Excitement about reconnecting landscapes, seascapes, rivers and humans to free-willed 
nature is central to wilderness conservation. 

Soule and Noss (1998) emphasized the 3 c’s of rewilding in North America: core areas, corridors, and 
carnivores. In the European context, there was realization that protection of special sites alone would 
not secure conservation goals, so more focus on connectivity through ecological corridors, core wild 
areas, restoration and buffer zones emerged (Hobbs 2002, Jones-Walters 2007). A limiting aspect of 
European efforts in rewilding has been an emphasis on naturalistic grazing and effects on biodiversity 
(Regos et al. 2016). While predators have yet to be restored in large numbers, focus has been more on 
the role of large herbivores in opening up forest canopy into more park-like settings.  Not everyone 
agrees with this Europe version of rewilding, but rewilding is a popular concept, particularly in areas of 
rural depopulation and land abandonment (Lorimer et al. 2015, Regos et al. 2016, Corlett 2016 ).  
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Rewilding does not have a single, simple definition. Similar to wilderness and wildness, it is defined 
differently in different cultural and geographical contexts. Jørgensen (2015) details multiple rewilding 
definitions as 1) cores, corridors, carnivores; 2) Pleistocene mega-fauna replacement; 3) island taxon 
replacement; 4) landscape through species reintroduction; 5) productive land abandonment; and 6) 
releasing captive-bred animals into the wild. In addition, to create further confusion about the term 
rewilding, Jørgensen (2015) suggests that the term rewilding has been adopted by activists as a rallying 
plastic word5. Though some felt Jørgensen’s comments were a criticism of the rewilding concept (e.g., 
Prior and Ward 2015), this plasticity might be celebrated by others as giving license to the emotional 
aspect of returning control to nature. Like the term wilderness, the plastic uses of rewilding illustrates 
the cultural attraction to wild nature, to nostalgic feelings, and the sense of loss created by the arrival 
and domination by humans in the Anthropocene era. 

Lorimer et al. (2015) recently emphasized that rewilding, very simply, can be an approach that seeks to 
maintain or increase biodiversity and reduce or reverse past and present human impacts by restoring 
more functional ecosystems. Incorporating cultural landscape considerations into rewilding decisions is 
also an important criterion. The level of human intervention (trammeling) required to achieve some 
prescribed set of conditions or biological components is often controversial, but the endpoint goal of 
freedom or self-will of a fully cascading trophic system is the ultimate goal and a great deal of research 
and debate is currently on documenting benefits from acquiring this end state. The costs in terms of 
level of intervention to get to this ultimate goal remain a topic of great debate. 

To intervene or not to intervene: Using the minimum tool to protect wildness 

Intervention to accomplish some free-will objective, other than correcting past human influences on 
natural systems, can be a controversial subject (Watson et al. 2015). Recent research in the US suggests 
managers will find positive support among wilderness visitors for removing non-native species, assisting 
native species to recover, and igniting fires in wilderness to restore the natural role of fire (Figure 1). 
Intervention to introduce new genetic material more resistant to drought or disease, moving plants or 
animals in anticipation of habitat change, or irrigating to compensate for changes in precipitation, 
however, seem to threaten freedom of the environment to be self-willed much more than restoration to 
correct past human actions (Watson et al. 2015).  
 
Many characteristics of wilderness are fragile and irreplaceable. If decisions are made without 
systematic analysis and without forethought for protecting key benefits of wilderness designation, a 
great deal could be lost through the wrong, or at least not the most appropriate, administrative actions. 
A systematic decision process for determining appropriateness of administrative actions in wilderness, 
from use of tools (like methods used to control invasive plants, suppress fires, or conduct scientific 
research) to regulations (such as weighing user restrictions that impact experiences but protect the 
resource against educational approaches) (Figure 2), to applications of force (citations, warnings, 
education, etc.), can offer many options and a firm, systematic process for making decisions is 
recommended. The Minimum Requirements Decision Guide (MRDG 2014) suggests a simple principle of 
“use the minimum tool” that is necessary to accomplish the task. In other words, the tool that is least 
obtrusive to both naturalness and wildness and addresses the issue is going to be the best tool or 
regulation or amount of force to use.   
 

                                                           
5 Developed in science for discrete ideas then moved into daily use according to the context. 
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Restoring wildness in the IUCN Category 1b guidelines 

New global guidelines to help direct management of IUCN Protected Area Category 1b sites were issued 
in 2016 (Casson et al. 2016). These sites are defined as ‘…usually large, unmodified or slightly modified 
areas, retaining their natural character and influence, without permanent or significant human 
habitation, which are protected and managed so as to preserve their natural condition’ (Dudley, 2013, p. 
14). Wilderness areas do not exclude people. Rather they exclude certain human uses. In particular, they 
exclude industrial uses which are inconsistent with maintaining wilderness values (Kormos, 2008).  
 
The wilderness manager’s role is often a balancing act between the highly desired, baseline standard of 
“passive management” - i.e., non-intervention - and the need to intervene by restoring a wilderness or 
completely rewilding a seriously degraded area as the core of a larger landscape. While there are many 
definitions and goals of rewilding in the literature, and rewilding is used differently on different 
continents, Carver (2016a) gave a simple example of rewilding to reduce flood potential in the UK as 
“…fewer sheep, more trees, restoring rivers to their floodplains and reintroducing beavers…” combined 
with other engineered solutions. If this is use of the “plastic word” rewilding, it is also an emotional use 
of the term, becoming more popular with the public. Carver (2016b) also suggested an alternative to 
using the term rewilding because of the emotion attached to it. Instead, Carver (2016b) suggests 
adopting something more descriptive – and less plastic - such as “nature-led ecosystems,” which can be 
a highly desirable objective across a range of conservation communities and types of land classifications. 

The opposite of active intervention is passive (or non-intervention) management, a philosophy central 
to the wilderness concept historically. In the face of environmental change across landscapes, 
seascapes, and along rivers, especially related to climate change and industrial purposes, passive 
management is perhaps the best and least-costly approach for the manager to adopt and is consistent 
with core values of wilderness management. In such a case wilderness areas are simply retained as non-
intervention areas that allow wildlife and ecosystems to adapt and respond naturally to climate change 
or other environmental change as it occurs. This philosophy accepts that active management or direct 
intervention in wilderness areas is difficult and likely to fail in many instances, and so maintains that the 
best approach to increase resilience is through actions such as ensuring that wilderness is relatively 
protected from human impacts and ensuring that core areas are connected via landscape corridors and 
permeable landscapes that give wildlife the ability to move and migrate unhindered to more favorable 
areas as ecosystems change.  

Conclusions 

There is currently confusion between the concepts of restoration and rewilding. Rewilding, in its most 
simple application suggests the return of an area to its wild, free-willed condition (untrammeled by 
humans), whereas restoration relates more to naturalness and implies intervention to return to some 
specific set of attributes, species or time period. Often the tradeoffs between free-will of the area and 
naturalness are evaluated in making intervention decisions. As with restoration, rewilding involves 
initiating, stimulating and allowing natural processes to occur (again), but also replacing human 
management and interference to shape new and wilder areas. Often the goal is a naturally functioning 
landscape that can sustain itself into the future without active human management. While some people 
believe rewilding could focus on accomplishing specific objectives, others argue that rewilding is more a 
matter of scale, emphasizing large-scale ecological restoration of wide-ranging native species, top 
carnivores, and other keystone species in their natural patterns of abundance to regain functional and 
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resilient ecosystems. The practice of rewilding is anything but uniform. However, it has become a core 
consideration in decision-making for both designation and management of IUCN Protected Category 1b 
areas and less strictly protected areas that also emphasize the scientific, experiential or educational 
values of understanding self-regulating aspects of wild nature. 
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Photos 

Figure 1: Restoring natural processes, like fire, in wilderness is broadly accepted by visitors to wilderness 
in the US as a correction to past human influence. Leopold Institute photo. 

 

Figure 2: While recreation use numbers are restricted at the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness in 
Minnesota, US, once inside the wilderness, travel patterns are freely selected, solitude opportunities 
exist while traveling and at campsites and engagement in primitive recreation activities are highly 
valued. Leopold Institute photo. 

 

 

 












